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Complementary Experiments on Expiratory Particles Using a Large Funnel and High 25 

Sampling Airflow Rate 26 

Experimental Description: 27 

We made measurements of expiratory aerosol count rates and size distributions where we replaced 28 

the 7.5 cm diameter funnel used in the primary experiments with a 30 cm diameter funnel. A side 29 

sampling port was added to the tubing that connected the funnel to the APS from which an excess 30 

flow of 25 lpm were pulled. Thus, the total flow into the funnel was 30 lpm (5 lpm to the APS and 31 

25 lpm excess). The total flow in this sampling configuration exceeds typical expiratory flows 32 

from speaking or singing by about a factor of two. The size of the larger funnel allowed a 33 

participant to place their face entirely almost inside the funnel, unlike the smaller funnel in which 34 

only the mouth and nose could be placed inside the funnel.  35 

One participant spoke the Rainbow Passage into the large funnel while wearing no mask, a surgical 36 

mask, and the singing mask, with three replicates each in semi-random order. The participant also 37 

carried out an additional activity (three replicates) with their face in the funnel where they actively 38 

moved their mouth and cheeks while holding their breath for 40 seconds such that no expiratory 39 

particles are generated. We refer to this activity as “face movement.” The intent of this activity 40 

was to assess the potential impact of particle shedding, either from the mask or from the 41 

participants skin, separate from expiratory emission. Finally, the participant carried out an activity 42 

in which they mouthed the words to the Rainbow Passage but with no sound; we refer to this 43 

activity as “fake speaking.” Expiratory particle emissions increase with speaking volume. 44 

Therefore, we expect that the expiratory emissions from fake speaking is substantially reduced 45 

from actual speaking. The intent of this fake speaking activity was also to assess the potential 46 

impact of particle shedding, either from the mask or from the participants skin, but with greatly 47 

reduced expiratory emission. The key difference between the face movement and fake speaking 48 

activities is that the extent of face motion and rubbing between the mask and face was substantially 49 

greater in the face movement activity.  50 

Results and Discussion: 51 

The background particle count rate was < 0.05 p/s. The particle count rates for reading the Rainbow 52 

Passage averaged 6.1 ± 0.9 p/s, 1.5 ± 0.2 p/s, and 1.01 ± 0.05 p/s, respectively. For face movement, 53 

the particle count rates for no mask, surgical mask, and the singing mask wearing averaged 1.7 ± 54 
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0.5 p/s, 6.9 ± 0.6 p/s, and 0.9 ± 0.2 p/s, respectively. For fake speaking, the particle counts rate for 55 

no mask, surgical mask, and the singing mask wearing averaged 0.8 ± 0.5 p/s, 1.3 ± 0.6 p/s, and 56 

1.2 ± 0.2 p/s, respectively. (See Table S1. Uncertainties are 1 standard errors over 3 replicates.)  57 

Notably, for surgical mask wearing the particle count rate is higher for face movement than it is 58 

for reading the Rainbow Passage, both while wearing and not wearing the surgical mask. This 59 

result indicates that shed particles had a large influence on the measurement with the surgical 60 

mask. Previously, we found that rubbing the surgical mask material against itself generated few 61 

particles, and there was limited evidence of shedding impacting measurements of through-mask 62 

filtration efficiencies for surgical masks, whereas we found substantial shedding for a homemade 63 

cloth mask [Asadi et al., 2020]. Thus, this observation suggests shed skin or facial hair as the 64 

primary source of the particles measured here. Hospodsky et al. [2012] previously identified direct 65 

human shedding as an important source of indoor particles. Of additional note, the size distribution 66 

measured during face movement with the surgical mask resembled that measured for reading the 67 

Rainbow Passage (Figure S3). As such, it is difficult to differentiate between the particle source 68 

based on the observed size.  69 

If we assume all particles measured during speaking are expiratory particles we can obtain the 70 

overall filtration efficiency for the surgical mask, which in this case is 76 ± 18%. While this is in 71 

very good agreement with our previous results obtained using the directional approach (discussed 72 

in the main text and in [Cappa et al., 2021]), it likely underestimates the actual efficiency owing 73 

to the confounding influence of shed particles. However, the fake speaking value during surgical 74 

mask wearing is much smaller than from face movement, and similar to that observed for fake 75 

speaking with no mask. This result suggests that shed particles may contribute to a lesser extent 76 

during actual speaking compared to the face movement measurements. If we subtract the fake 77 

speaking count rates from the observed count rates during speaking, the adjusted surgical mask 78 

filtration efficiency increases to 96%.  79 

For the singing mask, the particle count rates with face movement and with fake speaking were 80 

similar to that observed during speaking. In all cases, the measured particle count rates with 81 

wearing of the singing mask were much lower than that observed during speaking with no mask. 82 

Using the measured count rate observed for speaking while wearing the singing mask, the 83 

estimated overall filtration efficiency is 83 ± 15%. If we subtract the values observed with face 84 
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movement from those measured while speaking, as an approximation of the contribution of shed 85 

particles for both wearing and not wearing the singing mask, the adjusted overall filtration 86 

efficiency increases to 97%. The particle count rate for fake speaking with the singing mask 87 

slightly exceeded that for speaking with the singing mask, complicating determination of an 88 

adjusted efficiency.  89 

Overall, regardless of the experimental complications caused by shedding, these results are 90 

consistent with the directional approach discussed in the main text and confirm that the high 91 

filtration efficiency for the singing mask. These observations also suggest that the overall filtration 92 

efficiencies for expiratory particles we determined previously for surgical masks [Cappa et al., 93 

2021] may be underestimated, potentially substantially so, owing to unaccounted for shedding of 94 

skin or facial hair. 95 

 96 

Table S1: Measured particle count rates for the experiments with the large funnel.  97 
Mask 
Condition/Activity 

Speaking Face 
Movement 

Fake 
Speaking 

𝜂∗  𝜂^  𝜂#  

No mask 6.1 ± 0.9 1.7 ± 0.5 0.8 ± 0.5    
Surgical mask 1.5 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.6 1.3 ± 0.4 76% ** 96% 

Singing mask 1.01 ± 0.05 0.9 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.5 83% 97% ** 

*Total filtration efficiency towards expiratory particles based on the speaking values without adjustment 
^Total filtration efficiency towards expiratory particles after subtracting the “face movement” from the speaking emission rates 
# Total filtration efficiency towards expiratory particles after subtracting the “fake speaking” from the speaking emission rates 
** The particle count rates during face movement or fake speaking exceed that for speaking. Thus, total efficiencies cannot be 
determined or distinguished from 100%.  
  98 

Model of air exchange during inhalation and exhalation 99 

We have built a model of the air concentrations in the singing mask deadspace (DS) volume, 100 

exhaled air (EX), and inhaled air (IN). The inhaled air concentration of CO2 or O2 is: 101 

𝑋 𝑓 ∙ 𝑋 𝑓 ∙ 𝑋  102 

where the amb indicates the ambient value and the f values are the fraction of air that comes from 103 

either the deadspace (prior to inhalation) or ambient and sum to unity. The concentration of air in 104 

the deadspace after inhalation (the asymptotic value) will be equal to that in the inhaled air in this 105 

case. The concentration in the exhaled air depends on the O2  CO2 conversion. We assume that 106 

74% of inhaled O2 converts to CO2, which is consistent with typical CO2 and O2 concentrations in 107 
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exhaled breath [Buszewski et al., 2007]. The concentrations in the deadspace after exhalation will 108 

be: 109 

𝑋 , 𝑓 ∙ 𝑋 , 𝑓 ∙ 𝑋 𝑓 ∙ 𝑋  110 

where the before and after indicate the deadspace concentration before (i.e., after inhalation) and 111 

after exhalation, and the f’s again sum to unity. We assume equal values for the fDS for inhalation 112 

and exhalation, i.e., the residual air in the deadspace is independent of inhalation or exhalation. 113 

The steady state value measured by the sensors, which have response times of a few seconds, are 114 

the average of [X]DS,after and [X]IN, that is the asymptotic values after exhalation and inhalation, 115 

respectively. We initialize the model using deadspace CO2 and O2 concentrations equal to 116 

ambient values (415 ppmv for CO2 and 20.8% for O2). We assume inhalation and exhalation as 117 

discrete events and numerical iterate forward in time. Steady state is achieved after about three 118 

breath-equivalents.  119 

We determine f values by minimizing the summed squared difference between the observed and 120 

calculated asymptotic CO2 concentrations and the steady state CO2 and O2 concentrations 121 

measured in the deadspace, using the Excel solver functionality. These were: [CO2]DS,SS = 19,000 122 

ppmv, [CO2]DS,IN = 6,500 ppmv, [CO2]DS,EX = 36,000 ppmv, and [O2]DS,SS = 18.4%. The resulting 123 

f values are for inhalation famb ~ 0.85 and fDS ~ 0.15, with exhalation fEX ~ 0.6, fDS ~ 0.15, and famb 124 

= 0.26. We indicate these as approximate values owing to the uncertainty in the measurements. 125 

These values may differ during speaking or singing, owing to the different intensities of the 126 

activities. However, there is no reason to think that they would differ dramatically.  127 

 128 

  129 
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Figure S1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup showing a participant wearing a mask in the 132 
forward orientation. (b) Photographs showing a participant in each of the four sampling 133 
orientations: forward, top, side, and bottom sampling. (c) Example microphone recording for a 134 
participant singing a song of the participants’ choice without a mask and the associated particle 135 
counts by the APS. 136 

  137 
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Figure S2. Cumulative number distributions as a function of particle diameter for the different 140 
sampling conditions. Individual measurements are shown as gray and the average for the no mask 141 
condition is shown in red. The few cases where particle shedding from the mask likely had a 142 
notable impact on the observed emissions are indicated in blue.  143 

  144 
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 146 

Figure S3. Size distributions measured for the measurements carried out using the large funnel, 147 
discussed in the Supplemental Material. Colors correspond to the mask wearing condition and line 148 
styles to the activity.   149 

 150 

  151 
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 152 

Figure S4. Comparison between the CO2 measured by the SD-30 NDIR sensor and made using a 153 
gas chromatograph. The comparison was made using a 0.5L sealed incubation chamber at 154 
RH=~82% and T=~24C.   155 

  156 
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 159 

Figure S5. Observed particle emission rates (p/s) for the individual participants without mask 160 
wearing. These have not been corrected for undersampling by the APS (see methods). Emissions 161 
from the singing activities are three times greater than for speaking; the difference is statistically 162 
significant (p = 0.002). Points are colored by participant, with the gray dots indicating repeats from 163 
one individual. 164 
  165 
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Figure S6. Particle emission rate size distributions for various expiratory activities (solid lines), 168 
i.e., breathing, speaking, and singing either the Ode to Joy or a song of the participants choice, and 169 
the size distribution resulting from physical rubbing of the mask material against itself (dashed 170 
line). All distributions are averages across the participants. The distributions are shown on (a) 171 
linear or (b) logarithmic y-axes.  172 

  173 
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Figure S7. (a) Average power spectrum with no mask, set to full scale, and (b) difference between 176 
no mask and mask for participants singing Ode to Joy. Thin lines are individual measurements, 177 
with blue lines for the participant who performed replicate trials. The solid lines are averages 178 
across participants for (red) all individual trials, (blue) the repeat performer, and (black) over all 179 
participants using the average from the repeat performer.  180 

  181 
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 183 

Figure S8. Observed particle emission rates (p/s) for rubbing the singing mask material together.    184 

  185 
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 187 

Figure S9. Photographs of the two-layer and three-layer pleated masks and the modified singing 188 

mask.  189 

  190 
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Figure S10. Observed particle emission rates (p/s) without a mask or for sampling from the top 193 
quadrant with the singing mask worn with snug ear loops only, tight ear loops-only, or tight ear 194 
loops plus the head straps.  195 

 196 

  197 
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 199 

Figure S11. Normalized average particle emission rate size distributions for sampling with no 200 
mask or with the singing mask from different quadrants. Note the enhanced contribution of large 201 
particles (3-9 microns) when sampling from the bottom quadrant, indicative of fiber shedding. 202 
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 203 

Figure S12. (a) The overall mask efficiency towards respiratory particles as shown in the main 204 
text Fig. 5b, where the median values are used for the emissions in the bottom orientation for three 205 
participants for whom mask shedding appeared to have a large influence, and (b) the overall mask 206 
efficiency using the data as directly observed. Note the break in the y-axis scale. 207 

 208 
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Figure S13. (a) The ratio between the particle count rates measured by the APS (which 211 
characterizes particles having diameters >0.5 microns) and the CPC (which characterizes all 212 
particles >0.006 microns, but with reduced efficiency for particles >1 micron) measured for 213 
singing Ode to Joy. Results are broken out according to the sampling condition. (b) The overall 214 
mask filtration efficiency determined using the CPC data. The red square is the average across all 215 
measurements and the blue triangle the average after combining replicate measurements from 216 
one participant. Box and whisker plots show the median, 25th/75th percentile, and 10th/90th 217 
percentile.  218 
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 219 

Figure S14. Observed transient response of CO2 in the singing mask deadspace volume during 220 
deep breathing by one individual. Blue circles are observations (at 2 sec time resolution). Gold 221 
curves are individual exponential fits to each inhalation (decreasing CO2) and exhalation 222 
(increasing CO2) event.   223 
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